Good success of the Project “999 Accounting Software, 999 Goodness for
the King” brings delight to CAD who will present plaques at Grand Closing
Ceremonies in 4 Regions. Cooperatives’ members have gained benefits
from the project thoroughly.
Mr. Singthong Chinnawornrungsee, Director - General of
the Cooperative Auditing ( CAD ), reveals that since the
enormous opening ceremony of the Project “999 Accounting
Software, 999 Goodness for the King” has been launched
on 11 March 2011 until now to celebrate the Auspicious
Occasion of the 7th Cycle Birthday Anniversary of His Majesty the
King, 5 December 2011, the Project management have completely
monitored and evaluated the change of former programmes to
be the Cooperative Full Pack Accounting Software (FAS) as well as Internal
Control System. The results are discovered that there are 1,000 cooperatives
participating in this project. All of them have gained benefits from FAS. That
means cooperatives’ staff can work rapidly and meet standard and coopreatives’
members of more than 3 million in number are served quickly as well.
The said project has been conducted since February until August 2011.
After achievement, CAD, consequently, is preparing to organize award presenting
ceremonies to joining cooperatives who have brought FAS into practice with
strong and sustainable accounting development as a kind of goodness done
for the King. The award presenting ceremonies will be help 4 times in 4 regions
as follows:
- The first time will be on Friday 26 August 2011 in Songkhla.
- The second time will be on Thursday 1 September 2011 in Chiang Mai.
- The third time will be on Thursday 8 September 2011 in Khon Kaen.
- The fourth time will be on Thursday 15 September 2011 in Bangkok.
“CAD thanks for 1,000 cooperatives’ kind participation. The great number of
cooperatives joining the project are beyond expectation. At first, 999 cooperatives
were our goal. Monitoring and evaluating afterwards have given us a picture of
every cooperative’s satisfaction with convenient and speedy services. Members
have been provided one – stop – service approach. Cooperatives’ staff have
been able to manage their jobs updatedly. In addition, auditing period has been

reduced, resulting in contentment of auditors. What CAD has striven for hard
work can be said to be a tribute paid for our beloved King. Good success has
come out as we expect”, says Mr. Singthong.
In the mentioned ceremonies, there will be exhibitions of the fruitful
programme used by several cooperatives including the programme of collecting
and processing Para rubber latex system and merchandise checking technology
( Handheld Barcode ) for consumer cooperatives. All displays give knowledge to
visitors, indeed.

